LANGUAGECERT

EACH BOOK INCLUDES:

- 3 official practice papers including speaking
- answer key, listening scripts and mark scheme at the back of the book

LANGUAGECERT Practice Tests A1-C2

SOLID preparation for C1 & C2 exams!
perspectives on proficiency
C1-C2

For the student
- 10 units
- up-to-date topics suitable for teenagers and young adults
- transferable skills for all C2 exams
- tasks to develop critical thinking skills
- corpus-based vocabulary work
- focus on advanced grammar structures
- exam-style listening, speaking and writing tasks
- 10 unit reviews and 5 cumulative reviews
- comprehensive grammar appendix

Components
Student’s Book
Workbook
Companion
Whiteboard Software
Teacher’s Guide
Class Audio CDs
Teacher’s Editions with answers overprinted are available for the Student’s Book, Workbook and Companion.

For the teacher

Teacher’s Guide includes:
- teacher’s notes
- additional information
- listening scripts
- model answers for speaking and writing tasks
- photocopiable unit tests and review tests

Online Teacher’s Resource Materials

Student’s Book
Workbook
Companion
Teacher’s Guide
Class Audio CDs
Teacher’s Editions with answers overprinted are available for the Student’s Book, Workbook and Companion.

Whiteboard Software

Teacher’s Edition of the Student’s Book with answers overprinted

Writing
Tilikum: The Story of a Killer Whale

1. What is the main difference between Tilikum and other orcas?
2. Why do you think the author wrote about Tilikum’s life?
3. What do you think are the main causes of Tilikum’s problems?
4. Do you think Tilikum’s story can help to change the way orcas are treated?
5. Do you think the author’s writing is effective in conveying the message?

Listening
Tilikum: The Story of a Killer Whale

1. What did the author say about Tilikum’s early life?
2. How did Tilikum become famous?
3. What problems did Tilikum face in his new home?
4. What did the author say about Tilikum’s death?
5. How do you think Tilikum’s story can help to change the way orcas are treated?
**PERSPECTIVES ON PROFICIENCY WHITEBOARD SOFTWARE**

- Student’s Book and Workbook fully interactive
- Word lists and dictation activities
- Justifications for reading and listening tasks
- Model answers for speaking and writing tasks
- Weblinks
- Specially created documentary videos
- Unit tests are interactive and printable

**ECPE HONORS**

**C1-C2**

**STUDENT’S BOOK**
- 10 units
- 2 reading texts per unit
- Emphasis on academic vocabulary
- Step-by-step preparation for listening, speaking and writing tasks

**COMPONENTS**
- Student’s Book
- Workbook
- Companion
- Whiteboard Software
- Teacher’s Book with answers overprinted, additional information, listening scripts and photocopiable tests
- Class Audio CDs

**NEW TRENDS**

**C1**

**STUDENT’S BOOK**
- 10 units
- Emphasis on collocations, phrasal verbs and expressions
- Advanced grammar syllabus
- 2 listening tasks per unit
- Models, useful phrases and topic vocabulary for all speaking tasks
- Comprehensive writing programme

**COMPONENTS**
- Student’s Book
- Workbook
- Companion
- Modules
- Whiteboard Software
- Teacher’s Book with answers overprinted, additional information, speaking and writing models and photocopiable tests
- Class Audio CDs for Student’s Book and Modules

Teacher’s Editions with answers overprinted are available for the Workbook, Companion and Modules.
MASTERMIND USE OF ENGLISH

EACH BOOK INCLUDES:
- grammar practice for proficiency-level classes
- reviews in C1 and C2 exam style
- appendices

MASTERMIND USE OF ENGLISH ALSO INCLUDES:
- vocabulary practice for proficiency-level classes
- phrasal verbs, words with multiple meanings, prepositions, collocations and word formation
- FREE mini-companion with vocabulary practice exercises

Teacher’s Editions with answers overprinted and photocopiable tests are available.

REVISED BURLINGTON PRACTICE TESTS FOR ECPE

EACH BOOK INCLUDES:
- 8 complete practice tests
- vocabulary reviews
- tips and strategies
- mini-companion

Class Audio CDs and Teacher’s Editions with answers overprinted, listening script and photocopiable tests are available.

MASTERMIND USE OF ENGLISH provides grammatical and lexical practice for exams at C1 and C2 level.

MASTERMIND GRAMMAR provides grammar practice for exams at C1 and C2 level.

All exercises fully interactive

BURLINGTON ENGLISH FOR ADULTS

STUDENT’S BOOKS
- 8 clearly structured units
- practical focus on cultural aspects of living in the UK
- emphasis on practical language useful for everyday situations
- revision after every unit
- Language Practice section for extra review
- grammar appendix, glossary and list of useful words and expressions

COMPONENTS
Student’s Books
Workbooks
Teacher’s Guides with photocopiable worksheets and tests
Class Audio CDs
Teacher’s Editions with answers overprinted are available for the Student’s Books and Workbooks.